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For most scenarios, they are preset, making it easy to play out the scenario. There are different
types, and some have prerequisites, such as, you have to have the items or resources to create a

certain number of units, or you need to have city-size armies. Some require that you have and keep
a certain number of units of each type (like warriors or farmers), and, for others, the units are

divided into the different types automatically (such as cows and sheep). You can find new mods for
Civilization III, or Civ fan forums for all of the different types of scenarios, and you can find more in

the Civ Fan Community. Some technologies have a field cost, which is the game equivalent of fees to
reach such a technology. These costs are noted in the description for the tech itself, and they are
different for each civilization. For example, for Greek technology you may have to give them 1 tile

and 5 topology tiles for a cost of 2, but for Babylonians, the cost is 7 tiles and 10 topology tiles. The
game also plays various audio cues during the game. For example, if your leader has died, the

leaderhead image will change to that of another civilization, and the game will sound an appropriate
to make you aware of what happened. Also, if a city becomes more than 7 tiles away from an

adjacent city, the game will sound a different alert and display a message. Also, certain actions such
as building a unit or using a city tile will cause audio cues to be played as well. You can watch up to
4 images on the screensaver and assign any tile with a preview image to any tile type. This allows

you to rotate the images freely and in any combinations so that you can keep track of your city
easily. Also, you can add technology icons to your tiles and then assign images to those icons as
well. Note however, that some civs never research the image technology (some just for historical

purposes), though they have the icon. For example, the Mayan and Aztec civilizations never research
Fire, so you will never see the fire icon. Also, some tile types are no longer available. For example,

while the Allies are always available, you may not have all of their units, as technology is a hard limit
on what you can have. In addition, you cant assign the pointsicon to any tile type, as it requires the

technology for cost of 4 more points. Also, each image is only usable once.
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After the map editor, comes the scenario designer. All Scenarios are written with text files (it could
be possibly a.txt file in the future, but for now its.text files). And since you can write in C# (.net), you

can make custom scenarios. Scenarios range from what planet to colonize (there are several
available, there are also leaders who can be built, if you want a civilization to start with a

personality). Each scenario also has its own victory conditions, and an editor which lets you add a
custom button for your scenario. To start a scenario, all you do is click the green play button (which
makes you open the scenario editor, or specify the scenario you want to load). After the map editor

comes the scenario editor (shown here after the map editor). The scenario editor is where you create
scenarios and add custom game types to them. The scenario editor is quite easy to understand. All

you have to do is click the basic button, which lets you add or remove things, and then click the right
or left buttons. These buttons let you add things to the scenario (for example, an extra civ, or a city,
or maybe a type of unit, and that will be added to the scenario automatically) or remove things (for
example, a water type tile, or a city on the ocean). To add things to the scenario, you click the basic
button, and then use the right-to-left buttons to specify what you want to add. After clicking the right
or left button for what you want, you click the Add button to the right of the button. After you have

specified what you want to add, you click on the play button to add the scenario to the list. Also, the
scenario editor lets you remove units, cities, techs, leaders, and whatever else youd like, be it from

the scenario or from the editor for editing scenarios. If you want a leader for a scenario, you can
either add one, or define one (again, click the basic button, and then the right-to-left buttons to

define your leader). To add, first select the leader, then click the add button. The first time you add a
leader, youll be asked if you want to add it to the scenario itself or the editor. To add a leader to a
scenario, you click the scenario editor, select the leader, and then click the add button to add it. To
edit the scenario, click on it, then select the edit button on the right, and then select the leaders'

button. From here, you can edit the leaders options (how much health they have, what technology
they start with, and so on). To remove a leader, just click the edit button again, then click the

remove button. After you are done editing, you can click the Save button to save the scenario (you
can only save to the scenario screen if you have finished editing it). Also, if you want to play the

scenario, all you have to do is click the play button (it will open up the scenario screen, which looks
like this:And then the scenario screen opens:A few notes about the scenario screen:You can add and
remove cities, as well as techs (with the 3 arrows). Clicking any of the techs on the side of the screen
allows you to see the techs available in the scenario, and clicking a city takes you to the city list. The

cities in the list can be deleted, and you can add a new city (by clicking the cities button, and
selecting the cities button of the form that pops up). 5ec8ef588b
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